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TURKISH PRESIDENT SIGNS AN IMPORTANT 
DOCUMENT ON TURKIC ACADEMY’S BUDGET

Turkish President signs important document on mandatory contributions to the budget 
of the Turkic Academy 

President of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdogan signed a protocol on the scale of mandatory 
contributions to the budget of the International Turkic Academy, whose members 
are Turkey, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan.  This is reported by the Turkish 
newspaper «Resmi gazete».

It should be noted that the member states of the International Turkic Academy 
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey pay mandatory contributions as agreed 
by the parties.

Notifications of the completion of the processes within the founding state should be 
sent through the diplomatic channels to the Academy. After that, the specified protocol 
enters into force within 30 days.
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Prime Minister of Kyrgyzstan Ulukbek Maripov met with the President Uzbekistan 
Shavkat Mirziyoyev during a working visit to the country.

The latter said that he was satisfied with consistent strengthening of Kyrgyz-Uzbek 
relations and strategic partnership, growing mutually beneficial cooperation in all areas.

Ulukbek Maripov thanked the Uzbek leader for the warm welcome and conveyed greetings 
and best wishes from Kyrgyz President Sadyr Zhaparov.

The head of the Kyrgyz government emphasized that the meeting of the Joint 
Intergovernmental Commission on Bilateral Cooperation between Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan 
held at the level of heads of governments is an effective mechanism to promote promising 
projects in trade, investment, agriculture, transport and logistics, tourism and other areas. 

Ulukbek Maripov noted with satisfaction the results of the Intergovernmental Commission, 
and emphasized the willingness of the Kyrgyz Republic to implement joint practical measures 
to expand a full-scale and mutually beneficial trade and economic cooperation between the 
two countries.

PRIME MINISTER OF KYRGYZSTAN MEETS 
WITH PRESIDENT OF UZBEKISTAN 
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TURKMENISTAN AND IRENA
DISCUSS THE INTENSIFICATION 

OF COOPERATION

On March 23, 2021, an online meeting was held between the Deputy Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of Turkmenistan B.Myatiyev and the Director-General of the International 
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) Francesco La Camera.

During the talks, the efficiency of mutual dialogue with a good potential was stated. 
Thus, the Turkmen side actively participates to the events organized by IRENA on the 
international and regional levels, including the IRENA Assembly sessions.

The parties spoke for the intensification of mutual cooperation in the area of rational 
use of renewable and alternative energy resources.

As known, the “National Strategy on the Development of Renewable Energy in 
Turkmenistan until 2030” was adopted in Turkmenistan with the aim of further 
development of renewable energy resources, as well as the provision of energy security 
and integration of energy saving technologies into various sectors of the national economy 
of Turkmenistan.   
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Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan will jointly build Kambar-Ata HPP-2, Minister of Energy and 
Industry of Kyrgyzstan Kubanychbek Turdubaev told journalists speaking of the results of 
the 9th meeting of the Kyrgyz-Uzbek Intergovernmental Council held in Tashkent.

The minister said that the talks with the Uzbek colleagues resulted in reaching an 
understanding on the construction project of the Kambar-Ata HPP-2.

«Namely, we have prepared a road map and today we are discussing the updating of the 
project’s feasibility study. At the same time, we are beginning to work through the terms of 
our cooperation and will be preparing a draft agreement. All this is preliminary work. We 
have agreed to step it up. We hope that we will come up with an option,» he said.

In addition, Turdubayev said that in this case it is about joint Kyrgyz-Uzbek project, 
which will be implemented as a result of an investment agreement.

«In this agreement, we will stipulate all issues in terms of investment and other aspects. 
It will be a full-scale agreement, which will provide for specific investments,» the Kyrgyz 
minister added, noting that it is planned to prepare a preliminary draft by June, and in July 
to submit it for approval.

KYRGYZSTAN AND UZBEKISTAN TO JOINTLY 
BUILD KAMBAR-ATA HPP-2
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KAZAKHSTAN INCREASES SAFETY OF 
NAVIGATION IN THE CASPIAN SEA

The Ministry of Industry and Infrastructure Development of Kazakhstan reported that 
measures are being taken to improve the navigation safety in its sector of the Caspian Sea.

Back in February 2021, deputies of the Mazhilis (lower house) of Kazakh Parliament 
approved the draft law «On ratification of the Nairobi Convention on the Removal of Wrecks» 
of 2007.

The ratification of the convention is aimed at improving the safety of navigation in the 
Kazakh sector of the Caspian Sea and will create a preventive legal mechanism for the rapid 
and effective removal of wrecks and the elimination of the consequences of marine accidents.

Earlier this year, the Minister of Industry and Infrastructure Development of Kazakhstan 
Beibut Atamkulov noted that the need to ratify the convention is due to the increased intensity 
of shipping in the Caspian Sea.

The Convention was adopted under the auspices of the International Maritime Organization. 
To date, 53 countries have joined it.
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GAS CONDENSATE RESERVES DISCOVERED 
IN AZERBAIJAN

Gas condensate reserves have been discovered in Shafag-Asiman fields in Azerbaijan with 
reference to the Azerbaijani state oil company SOCAR.

«Comprehensive exploration work has been carried out at a depth of 7,189 meters in an 
exploration well drilled in the Shafag-Asiman block located in the Azerbaijani sector of the 
Caspian Sea, and the first gas condensate reserves have been discovered. Thus, drilling of the 
Fasila formation in the field was successfully completed.

At the same time, in order to fully determine the reserves of the field, appropriate 
technical design will be carried out for drilling an additional appraisal lateral well towards 
the structure’s arch,» the company said.

Shafag-Asiman field is located 125 km south-east of Baku. The block covers an area of 
1,100 square meters. The sea depth here is 650-800 meters Shafag-Asiman was discovered in 
1961. On October 7, 2010, SOCAR and BP signed an agreement «On exploration, development 
and production sharing of the Shafag-Asiman offshore block in the Azerbaijani sector of the 
Caspian Sea.» The agreement is valid for 30 years. The share of each party is set at 50%. 
Drilling began on January 11, 2020.
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